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Is it really better to have loved and lost than never to have loved at all? Tara Tremaine is a woman with a mission - to pick up the
pieces of a life she turned her back on and win back her estranged husband, Danny. Nothing will stand in Tara's way, least of all
the dangerous secret that drove them apart or Danny's growing feelings for another woman... Since arriving in Polwenna Bay
hardworking vicar Jules Mathieson has put duty above her own heart. Jules adores her new life by the sea and secretly loves
troubled war veteran, Danny Tremaine. When Tara returns Jules knows stepping away from him is the right thing to do, no matter
how much it hurts. Danny Tremaine's world has been shattered. With life-changing injuries, a broken marriage and his glittering
military career abruptly over, he returns to the family home to a rebuild his broken body and heart. Danny knows his friendship with
Jules could blossom into more but allowing this to happen will come at a very high price - one that could cost him everything. With
Christmas fast approaching Jules, Danny and Tara are not the only people in the village with secrets and long cherished dreams.
Maybe with a little seasonal magic, some winter wishes really will come true?
From the bestselling author of the Guardian Trilogy comes a new romantic suspense... On an ordinary day in early September,
Kennedy Shaw leaves for school unaware that within a few minutes the world she knows will be gone - succumbed to an outbreak
of epidemic proportions. After finding a safe haven inside the security of her enclosed high school, she learns that four others have
survived, one being a bold, mysterious transfer student from Texas whose unruffled demeanor harbors more than a cool interest in
her. As they struggle to survive the dead fighting their way inside, will Kennedy discover there is more to life than survival? And will
she and the others find a way to live in this terrifying new world?
Beth Chambers' life is no fairytale, even if she feels like a damsel in distress. After four years in a destructive relationship, Beth
has decided enough is enough and leaves her girlfriend, taking with her only her dog Dudley, her broken spirit, and a shattered
view of life. At her lowest point, she meets Amy Fletcher, a woman who has it all-and whom she believes would never want more
than friendship. But what Beth fails to realise is that there are definitely two sides to every story. Could Amy Fletcher be Beth's
Princess Charming? Could her story end with a happily ever after?
As the intellectual fountainhead of the ideology of Hindutva, which is in political ascendancy in India today, Vinayak Damodar
Savarkar is undoubtedly one of the most contentious political thinkers and leaders of the twentieth century. Accounts of his
eventful and stormy life have oscillated from eulogizing hagiographies to disparaging demonization. The truth, as always, lies
somewhere in between and has unfortunately never been brought to light. Drawing from a vast range of original archival
documents across India and abroad, this biography in two parts - the first focusing on the years leading up to his incarceration and
eventual release from the Kalapani - puts Savarkar, his life and philosophy in a new perspective and looks at the man with all his
achievements and failings.
Spot the difference is an amazing activity that boosts your child's fine-ground perception. Fine-ground perception is the skill that
would allow children to see in-between the negative spaces. This makes it possible to locate hidden objects, which is an important
element to learning math and reading. Don't forget to checkout with a copy of this activity book today!
A dense black cloud boiled up in the southeastern sky. It rose high and fast, like a time-lapse movie of the birth of a thunderhead.
But it was no rain cloud. Wholly black, it reached up and up until it loomed over her, blocking out the sun. Somehow, she knew, it
was Death coming for her.Three months have passed since the mysterious event transformed life on Earth. The air grows colder,
the days shorter, the snow deeper, and Coral and Benjamin struggle to find food enough to keep them on their feet. Moving on to
warmer climes seems their only long-term hope, but travel means a terrible danger: encountering other people. The rule of law is
gone, the old morality is crumbling, and Coral needs all her wits and skill to survive in this brutish new world. (Gray is a trilogy.)
Finally free of years of subservience and degrading torment, Sabrina leaves behind all the haggard remnants of her home and a
failed marriage to at last live the life she knew she should have. Guided by a deeply hidden sense of destiny and a haunting vision,
Sabrina searches for the one thing that had abandoned her throughout her life,...love. A terrifying situation brings her into the arms
of the Guardian, a professional wrestler. Handsome and captivating, this man seduces Sabrina. Blinded by the charm and the
affection Sabrina can not see the growing obsession within this man. The Guardian introduces Sabrina to the enthralling world of
professional wrestling where she encounters The Warlock. A man shrouded in mystery and darkness that send Sabrina's senses
into a frenzy. Yet through the turmoil his vision causes her, she is drawn to him. His image could not nor would not be erased from
her mind. When they at last meet face to face all of her fears are disipated. She knows him. In his eyes she sees what she has
been searching for. For years they both walked a long and lonely path, one by guilt and the other by choice. Now, together, they
have direction to their lives. This new found love would not go without challenges from the wrestling world or from life, but the most
difficult challenge they would have to overcome together is that of a psychotic obsession. Outside The Ring is starkly realistic with
explicit sexual passages designed to stimulate the readers emotions yet leaves little to the imagination. A captivating novel that will
embrace the reader's heart and make you fall in love all over again.
Everything you need to know to look after yourself to bring about and maintain perfect health, prosperity, wealth, happiness,
quality of life and longevity. It reveals that we are, without realising, not doing enough or the right things to protect our health and
prosperity which is equally extremely damaging to nature, wildlife, oceans, sea-life, fresh springs, waterways and air, and us. The
Book by Linde utilises new and ancient knowledge from around the world, over the millennia identifying what changes we need to
make to enhance every aspect of our lives with simple solutions for almost every situation. It is your most powerful contribution to
protecting, nurturing and saving our planet. In summary, 'THE BOOK' Consists of Six Chapters which incorporates a summary
within each one: Lifestyle; Food & Nutrition; Medical Care; Mind; Water; and Now Live the final chapter which you can cast your
eye over first as it is a synopsis of the complete works. It is highly recommend to read from cover to cover but, it is packed with
valuable information to just use as a Reference Manual on a day to day basis. Teaches you how to look after your body and mind
to ultimately prevent illness, but also to help regain and maintain perfect health; Provides countless number of practical, realistic &
simple tips to easily adopt into your day to day lifestyle improving quality of life, saving time & money and gaining longevity; Fuses
together specialised areas in health & mind, lifestyle & environment under one cover; Identifies our day to day toxic exposures that
we are unaware of and provides successful resolutions; Gives you complete fundamental knowledge and awareness, to use your
courage to take responsibility for your life enhancing your health, prosperity and happiness; Provides you with ancient knowledge
and practices to new, from science including quantum physics, to philosophy, psychology, and important detail on nutrition,
exercise, energies and medicine; Is very current, answering all the conflicting hype about diets, the next super food or the bad
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effects of conventional drugs or sugar that are in the media weekly, even daily; For more information please visit
www.thebookbook.co.uk

2014. Newly engaged, Dr. Quinn Allenby is called upon to examine the skeletal remains of a woman and child found
buried naked and face down in non-consecrated ground on the fringes of a leper cemetery. Quinn must use her psychic
gift to unearth the secrets that led to the death of the victims, since there isn't much else to go on, and to discover why
the deceased were denied a Christian burial and humiliated even in death, a punishment reserved only for the truly
wicked and depraved. But as Quinn delves into this disturbing new case, she must confront secrets that are much more
recent and closer to home. Some have the power to destroy her future with Gabe, while others may finally shed light on
her true parentage and lead her to the source of her unwelcome gift.
Lark isn't your normal princess. She's the princess of Myrinor, an influential kingdom with a rich history. Along with that
title come great responsibilities, such as learning swordplay, trying her best to be the perfect role model, and most
importantly, hiding her deepest secret. As days go by, she discovers that her best friend, Julian, is not what he seems.
An ancient curse resurfaces from the past and drags them both into the heart of a forgotten kingdom. The fates of both
kingdoms rest in their hands. The quest begins to end it all.
As the intellectual fountainhead of the ideology of Hindutva, which is in political ascendancy in India today, Vinayak
Damodar Savarkar is undoubtedly one of the most contentious political thinkers and leaders of the twentieth century.
Accounts of his eventful and stormy life have oscillated from eulogizing hagiographies to disparaging demonization. The
truth, as always, lies somewhere in between and has unfortunately never been brought to light. Savarkar and his
ideology stood as one of the strongest and most virulent opponents of Gandhi, his pacifist philosophy and the Indian
National Congress. An alleged atheist and a staunch rationalist who opposed orthodox Hindu beliefs, encouraged intercaste marriage and dining, and dismissed cow worship as mere superstition, Savarkar was, arguably, the most vocal
political voice for the Hindu community through the entire course of India's freedom struggle. From the heady days of
revolution and generating international support for the cause of India's freedom as a law student in London, Savarkar
found himself arrested, unfairly tried for sedition, transported and incarcerated at the Cellular Jail, in the Andamans, for
over a decade, where he underwent unimaginable torture. From being an optimistic advocate of Hindu-Muslim unity in his
treatise on the 1857 War of Independence, what was it that transformed him in the Cellular Jail to a proponent of
'Hindutva', which viewed Muslims with suspicion? Drawing from a vast range of original archival documents across India
and abroad, this biography in two parts-the first focusing on the years leading up to his incarceration and eventual
release from the Kalapani-puts Savarkar, his life and philosophy in a new perspective and looks at the man with all his
achievements and failings.
A synthesized tale based on the true accounts of World War II veterans from the author's Long Island community follows
the experiences of a veteran who comes to terms with the factors that shaped his father and endures harrowing combat
by drawing strength on the love he shares with his fiance back home.
NALI By Esther Henry In an era of darkness, mystery, tropical jungles and cannibalism, Nali tries to buck the ancient
traditions, only to find herself deeply entrenched in them. As a young girl full of dreams, she is given to a tribal elder in
marriage and quickly learns that her girlhood dreams could be shattered overnight. The rain forest held a secret refuge
that only Nali knew, where she took her dreams and her delusions. Will she be forced to succumb to a subservient role
the rest of her life, or can she overcome the hopelessness that comes with isolation, ignorance and tradition? Deep in the
heart of New Guinea lies the village of Mendoka, beautifully camouflaged from the rest of the world. Although the village
has yet to be discovered, the outside world would soon have an influence on their lives. An interruption to their peaceful
simplicity would both terrify them and cause them to search for answers. Readers will be able to follow the lives of those
who lived in a much simpler time and become immersed in the culture that controlled their everyday existence.
In 33 Bits, a gold charm bracelet tangibly records the adventure, friendships, love, and disappointment experienced by a
young American woman during a life-changing journey to England.
Modern-day pirates took more than Jori Virtanen's friends; they stole his face. Not only does the twenty-four-year-old
former model have to confront months of reconstructive surgery, he discovers his previous life was as superficial as his
looks. Up-and-coming talk show host Olivia Howard wants an interview. She, like the rest of the press, expects a hero,
but Jori knows the truth. His beauty masks a beast. In seclusion and evading the press, Jori struggles to make a new life
as an artist. But he can't hide from himself; more than his face is damaged. How can Jori possibly make amends for all
that he's broken? When Olivia finally tracks him down, he must decide if he can trust her. Could this unlikely woman be a
key to freeing his heart and healing the beast?
Home is where the heart is... Seven years after leaving town and the only girl he loved, Cooper still couldn't forget about
Sophia. He had two loves. Music and the woman of his dreams. Coming back home proved that would always be true.
But things have changed. Now he has to gain her trust again if he wants to make her all his. The question is, did he lose
his chance the first time? Some things are hard to forget... Sophia tried to stop loving Cooper and failed miserably.
Despite the way he'd abandoned her seven years earlier, she can't seem to stay away, even though trusting him doesn't
prove easy. One careless night could change it all and the secret she carries may ruin any chance of them being
together. They say life is all about taking chances. But when opportunities are lost and love comes knocking the second
time around, lives are changed forever.
In the kingdom of Uratha, the spirits are charged with an important task. They speed across the great distances to deliver words
whispered to them by the living. Like all Overseers, Ruhla must impart the messages the spirits bring her.Twelve years prior,
Ruhla was to marry Kaimen -- until he started seeing the dead. Forced to exile Kaimen because of this curse, years have now
passed since Ruhla last received any communication from him. Then one morning, the spirit of Kaimen's dead father visits her with
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a communication from Kaimen. An immortal named War'ach is coming for Kaimen's blood, needing it to complete a ritual that will
allow him to assassinate the Overseers.Ruhla quickly journeys to Kaimen's secluded cabin, but when she arrives his home is
empty. Is she too late? Will War'ach destroy the kingdom's entire communication system and destroy the Spirit World, leaving the
people of Uratha in a state of isolation?
Indistinct voices, strange visitations and unusual dreams have begun to plague Nineteen-year-old Khari days before her return
from London to her Oregon home. As the occurrences have spawned haunting emotions she thought she had escaped, she
realizes she can't ignore them any longer and begins to surrender to their pull. Feeling weary and a bit crazy, Khari struggles to
cope with what is happening to her. She is forced to open up about herself, only to find out secrets were kept from her by those
she trusts the most. She then begins a problematic journey toward self-discovery and uncovers more than she ever imagined
possible. But, continuing toward understanding requires Khari to face a dangerous figure, risk of death and a fight for love.
Kharishma explores the importance of family ties, both past and present, the consequences of love and hate, and the power of
believing in ones self. It is a story of deception, humility, discovery and the strength of bonds to the seen and unseen. It is a story
that will not be easily forgotten and will leave you wishing for more.
Kamari Grade was a well-known troubleshooter for the most discerning clients. But when called to investigate one of the most
powerful men in financing, she's thrown into the world of Huron Base. Financiers were usually polished in word and deed, but
there was a sexy arrogance to Huron that blared former thug and it wasn't an image he wanted to forget. When the lovely
troubleshooter crossed his path she was everything he loved about his life-challenge, drive, determination, strength, success,
beauty ... For a man who could acquire anything, the allure of such a conquest was irresistible.
The Wonder Years Daylen Daniels and Chase McCoy are as different as night and day. Chase is the beautiful golden boy.
Gorgeous, popular, and the quarterback of the football team. Daylen is the quiet introvert. Lovely curves, shy, and sees herself as
an orchestra geek. After Day moves next door to Chase, a run-in with a bully, a domestic dispute, and one treehouse hideout, an
impenetrable bond is made. As they grow up, their attraction for each other grows with them, but is it strong enough to risk their
friendship? A party, a little game of spin the bottle, and a devious enemy could shake the very foundation of their friendship. Or it
could start a tumultuous romance that spans decades. Take a journey with these two best friends through first love, heartbreak
and tragedy from childhood to adulthood as the two find that young love isn't as strong as they'd hoped. A story of true growing
pains in...Chasing Day.
Roary is everyman's dream with her long, beautiful chestnut hair, bright green eyes, luscious tan skin, and tight, toned body. Roary
spent her entire life as an Army brat and after the death of her father she becomes an exotic dancer. Through her many
adventures with her friend Shelly she finds herself falling for a Soldier. Between the pain of losing her father, love for dancing, and
defying her own rules, Roary finds herself on the adventure of a lifetime.
Clay McGavran was stuck in hell. Otherwise known as Denson, Virginia - a small town in the shadows of the Blue Ridge
Mountains - a town shrouded in the pain and tragedy of the past. As partner at one of Richmond's most successful construction
and design firms, building someone else's dream home was his job. But when their dream brought him to the town of his
nightmares, he was thrust into a past he'd worked diligently to forget. The only respite to his misery came from an unexpected and inconvenient - source. His new assistant, Alison. To Clay, Alison was the woman whose perpetual smile and hauntingly
familiar eyes were a balm to his scraped and bruised psyche. She was the antithesis of the type of woman he usually took to his
bed but he found himself wanting her more than any woman before her. And, as his employee, she was the one woman he
couldn't have. His company, friendships, and reputation were at stake. He couldn't cross that line again. He'd been reckless in the
past and it had nearly cost him his company - and his life. But it's not so easy to walk away when, in the fires of his personal hell,
he may have stumbled headlong into his salvation. ***Due to coarse language and graphic sexual situations, this book is not
intended for individuals under the age of 18.***
A Irish Love Story Annie Foster stays in Ireland after boarding school to nanny a widower's infant daughter. Five years later, the
widower proposes.Her first love Chad Jones, whom she believes abandoned her, arrives weeks before the wedding on an
undercover assignment probing her fiancé's connection with IRA terrorists. Chad's determined to change Annie's mind and her
heart because he's never stopped loving her. Which man will claim Annie's heart?
Swedish sisters Astrid, Lena, and Sandra have struggled to get along since childhood, but when Lena is diagnosed with ovarian
cancer, they are each thrown into crisis together. Astrid’s well-ordered, predictable world is shaken by the return of her exboyfriend Michael, an American who abandoned her—and their infant son—years earlier. While Astrid has remarried and had more
children, she is suffocating under her husband’s kindness and cannot escape the pull of the past. Seeing Michael at their son’s
high school graduation reawakens her grief and rage, along with more complicated and threatening emotions. Envious of Astrid’s
seemingly stable life, Sandra is married to an alcoholic and drowning in debt. She turns to Lena for help at the worst possible time.
Lena, fighting to stay alive, must finally confront a devastating secret she’s kept from Astrid since the summer Michael left. As the
walls they’ve built between them crumble, the three sisters must try to forgive and to rebuild their shattered bonds…while there’s
still time.
Killian knows all about vampires and aliens. They’re not real. But when a handsome swimmer climbs into her storm-tossed boat an hour from
her summer destination, the worlds of fantasy and reality suddenly collide… Cuttylea Island has no mall, no social scene, and no action. But it
does have a mysterious stone tower, ageless islanders, and a secret as astonishing as a mermaid’s tale… Before the summer is through,
Killian will find the truth of her family’s past…and the role she is destined to play in a centuries-old curse.
Hayden Patterson's got one rule - one and done. Disappointment's been his closest companion his entire life, and he's not about to be one of
"those" guys. So far, his commitment to never sleeping with a woman more than once has kept him from hurting anyone - except himself.
When he finds a new job, he thinks things will get better. Delaina Flournoy just wants to be wanted. It's bad enough that war destroyed her
marriage, but she's not sure why someone wants to destroy what's left of her family. Her daughter, Kacey, becomes the subject of Hayden's
investigation into bullying, and it doesn't take Hayden long to realize two things. Kacey's no bully. And Delaina is dangerous to his resolve. He
doesn't want to get involved, but it may be too late. An unexpected threat turns things from hot to frightening for the teenage girl, her mother,
and a security agent who's made it his personal mission to see that they're safe. But it may be harder than he ever anticipated, especially
when the weakest point in the whole disaster is his heart. A novella in the first spinoff series from the Love Under Construction series, One
Broken Promise reminds us that some promises need to be broken.
Are you awed by the smell of flowers or the busy buzz of the bees?Are you awed by the all of the snow or the rustle of the trees?In The Book
of Awe, readers are reminded to take a minute and see the beauty in the everyday things around them.
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Recently released from prison, Paul works a dead-end job with little hope for his future. But then, he meets a girl that has the potential to
change his world. Kelsey is a twenty-something Pre-K teacher that goes through the motions of dealing with unruly kids and unworthy guys.
Then, she meets Paul and their two seemingly incompatible worlds collide. The two are perfect for each other, even if their situations are
anything but. 25 to Wife is a standalone new adult romance novella with no cliffhanger, no cheating, and a happy ever after. If you want to
read a book with bunches of sweetness and two pinches of spice, 25 to Wife is for you.
In the tradition of the spellbinding historical novels of Philippa Gregory and Kate Morton comes a stunning story based on a real-life Tudor
mystery, of a curse that echoes through the centuries and shapes two women’s destinies… 1560: Amy Robsart is trapped in a loveless
marriage to Robert Dudley, a member of the court of Queen Elizabeth I. Surrounded by enemies and with nowhere left to turn, Amy hatches a
desperate scheme to escape—one with devastating consequences that will echo through the centuries… Present Day: When Lizzie Kingdom is
forced to withdraw from the public eye in a blaze of scandal, it seems her life is over. But she’s about to encounter a young man, Johnny
Robsart, whose fate will interlace with hers in the most unexpected of ways. For Johnny is certain that Lizzie is linked to a terrible secret
dating back to Tudor times. If Lizzie is brave enough to go in search of the truth, then what she discovers will change the course of their lives
forever.
The Echoes of Fate will not be forgotten. The words uttered a thousand a years ago will come to pass... War is set to ravage the land of Illian.
The elves sail from the east, the savage Darkakin rise from the south and Valanis, the dark elf, is finally free. Valanis would see the world
plunged into chaos and drowned in blood, ready for the return of the gods that still haunt him. A new hope rises in the Red Mountains, where
the last remaining dragons have been discovered. Gideon and Galanor, human and elf, will have to work together. Only then might they
convince Adriel, the last of the Dragorn order, to intervene in the war to come. Devoid of hope and unsure what road to take, Asher and his
companions must decide what role they will play in the coming war. The only weapon known to rival the dark elf's power is in a place the
ranger has avoided for a long time, a place where, until now, neither man nor elf would dare to tread. Civil war has shattered the empire in
The Arid Lands, as the slaves make their stand against the highborns. Tauren Son-of-none, would see a new empire rule over the desert, but
while revolution brews, a greater threat looms. As a thunderous cacophony of steel and savagery marches through the Undying Mountains,
who will stand before this army of death...
Shayla had no idea her life would turn out like it did. She had two kids, independent, a college degree, owns a Top Business Consulting firm
in Buckhead, Atlanta and a Non-profit organization for the community, but in the midst of it all she was Trapped. Trapped in love, hate, lust
and PAIN!! She had a natural body that these women would die for, her personality made her beautiful, her presence was unreal and she had
a smile that would lighten up your darkest days. Shayla wasn't your average chick she was street and book smart, but had one problem men
was her weakness. She picked the men she had the weakness for. Shayla was living a triple life and the walls were starting to close in on her
fast.. Shayla was focused on her businesses, but on the flip side enjoyed herself, She never meant to hurt anyone feelings, so she tried to be
as upfront as possible when they would ask, which was never so, she never offered the information. She is about to go for the ride of her life,
she's a street girl by nature, maybe she can get herself out it. Her best friend Kisha is by her side to support her until Shayla finds out her
secret. Shayla is into deep.......
The brand new trilogy in The Echoes Saga continues! The world has fallen into ruin. Myth and legend have proven true. Monsters have
returned to Illian. Orcs, an ancient fiend thought lost to history, have risen from The Under Realm. Their hunger for total dominance has
plunged Illian into war, pushing the survivors to Namdhor, the last refuge of man at the top of the world.For those who stand up to this foe,
they do so in darkness. Ash clouds smother the skies, blocking out the sun as the orcs rampage across the land.Behind it all, manipulating
from the shadows, The Black Hand fuels the war on both sides. The Crow, the one who was promised, has seen the future and works in the
depths of The Bastion to forge a new weapon, a weapon that can stand against the dark at all costs.Gideon Thorn is adrift, his order
decimated, and his oath to protect the realm meaningless. The Master Dragorn faces his greatest test yet, balancing his duty to the people
and his duty to his order.Inara Galfrey has a choice to make as the realm's darkest hour approaches. Malliath and Asher cannot be ignored,
but holding fast to her courage could save the world. It could also spell her end.Doran Heavybelly finds himself at the throne of his father.
There are realms of hell he would rather visit than the halls of his ancestors. Shackled and bound, however, the dwarf has no choice but to
face his past...
This book examines the lives of the Celtic saints and the sacred places in the landscape that have become associated with them. The Celtic
saints were intuitives whose feet were very firmly planted on the ground. It is their equilibrium as human beings that gives much of their
appeal, and this book traces the known history of these individuals and the society they lived in.
Poem Lover: JRT continues a journey so please read it.
Strong-willed and full of hope, Leo strives to learn more of the magic he has read so much about. He's heard of invisible links in his world,
and hidden rifts to other realms filled with creatures and stones of power. But Leo's family is stuck in an impoverished city. He performs
backbreaking farm work beside his older brother, a rebellious and cunning thief, but nonetheless a brother whom Leo would trust with his life.
Their father takes care of them as best he can, but a dangerous secret has weighed heavily on him for years. He won't be able to keep it
hidden much longer.Leo believes everything will change for the better when he begins work as a bookbinder and finally leaves the dreadful
farm. He can apply for apprenticeship to the Bookbinding Guild upon his soon-approaching birthday.Everything will change, but in ways their
family would never expect. It all begins when Leo's brother steals something that he should've left alone.
1665. When Elise de Lesseps is sold in marriage to Lord Edward Asher, she resolves to be an obedient and dutiful wife, until, on their
wedding night, she finds out exactly what her husband has in store for her. His request leaves her feeling shocked and humiliated, but being
his chattel, she has no right to refuse. The consequences of that night seal Elise's fate, and set her on a path that will lead to heartbreak and
tragedy. 2013. Renowned archeologist, Dr. Quinn Allenby has a gift; she can see into the past when holding an object that belonged to the
dead. When asked to host a BBC series called "Echoes from the Past," Quinn uses her gift to find out what really happened to the 17th
century couple known only as "The Lovers," and unwittingly stumbles onto the secret of her own birth.
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